Weekly Petroleum Status Report/Energy Information Administration

Table 1
- Current Week Data: Estimates for most series based on data collected on Forms EIA-800, -801, -802, -803, -804, -805, and -809. Other Oils Stocks, Other Supply Stock Change, Other Supply Adjustment, and Total Product Supplied are estimates based on both current weekly data and data published in the most recent month of the Petroleum Supply Monthly. Natural Gas Plant Liquids Production, Other Renewable Fuels and Oxygenate Plant Production, and Refinery Processing Gain are estimates based on data published in the most recent month of the Petroleum Supply Monthly. Estimates for Other Oils Stocks, Crude Oil Production, Exports, and Other Supply Adjustment are explained in Appendix B.
- Previous Week Data, Previous Year Data, and Four-Week Averages: Estimates based on data published by EIA in the Weekly Petroleum Status Report for the respective periods.

Table 2
- Current Week Data: Estimates of Refinery Inputs and Utilization based on weekly data collected on Form EIA-800. Operable Capacity and Percent Utilization are based on data published in the most recent month of the Petroleum Supply Monthly. Estimates of Refiner and Blender Net Production are estimates based on weekly data collected on Forms EIA-800 and -805. Gasoline Adjustment estimate is based on estimation methodology described in Appendix B. Other Oils Stocks and Total Product Supplied based on both current weekly data and data published in the most recent month of the Petroleum Supply Monthly as explained in Appendix B.
- Previous Week Data, Previous Year Data, 2-Year Ago Data, and Four-Week Averages: Estimates based on data published by EIA in the Weekly Petroleum Status Report for the respective periods.

Table 3
- Current Week Data: Estimates of Refinery Net Production based on weekly data collected on Form EIA-800. Estimates of Blender Net Production based on weekly data collected on Form EIA-805.
- Previous Week Data, Previous Year Data, 2-Year Ago Data, and Four-Week Averages: Estimates based on data published by EIA in the Weekly Petroleum Status Report for the respective periods.

Table 4
- Current Week Data: Estimates based on weekly data collected on Forms EIA-800, -801, -802, -803, and -809. Other Oils estimate is based on both current weekly data and data published in the most recent month of the Petroleum Supply Monthly as explained in Appendix B.
- Previous Week Data, Previous Year Data, 2-Year Ago Data, and Four-Week Averages: Estimates based on data published by EIA in the Weekly Petroleum Status Report for the respective periods.

Figure 1
- Data for Ranges: 2021-2022, EIA, Weekly Petroleum Status Report
- Week-Ending Stocks: Estimates based on weekly data collected on Forms EIA-800, -801, -802 and -803.

Table 5
- Current Week Data: Estimates based on weekly data collected on Forms EIA-800, -801, -802, and -809.
- Previous Week Data, Previous Year Data, 2-Year Ago Data, and Four-Week Averages: Estimates based on data published by EIA in the Weekly Petroleum Status Report for the respective periods.

Sources
- Data for Ranges: 2021-2022, EIA, Weekly Petroleum Status Report
- Week-Ending Stocks: Estimates based on weekly data collected on Forms EIA-800, -801, and -802.

Table 6
- Current Week Data: Estimates based on weekly data collected on Forms EIA-800, -801, and -802.
- Previous Week Data, Previous Year Data, 2-Year Ago Data, and Four-Week Averages: Estimates based on data published by EIA in the Weekly Petroleum Status Report for the respective periods.

Table 7
- Current Week Data: Estimates based on weekly data collected on Form EIA-804. Estimate for Exports is explained in Appendix B.
- Previous Week Data, Previous Year Data, 2-Year Ago Data, and Four-Week Averages: Estimates based on data published by EIA in the Weekly Petroleum Status Report for the respective periods.

Table 8
- Current Week Data: Estimates based on weekly data collected on Form EIA-804. Crude Import Percentage by Country is calculated from data published by EIA in the Petroleum Supply Monthly and is explained in Appendix B.
- Previous Week Data, Previous Year Data, 2-Year Ago Data, and Four-Week Averages: Estimates based on data published by EIA in the Weekly Petroleum Status Report for the respective periods.

Table 9
- Current Week Data: Estimates for most series based on data collected on Forms EIA-800, -801, -802, -803, -804, -805, and -809. Operable Capacity and Percent Utilization are based on data published in the most recent month of the Petroleum Supply Monthly. Gasoline Adjustment estimate is based on estimation methodology described in Appendix B. Other Oils Stocks and Total Product Supplied based on both current weekly data and data published in the most recent month of the Petroleum Supply Monthly. The methodology for calculating Product Supplied is explained in Appendix B. Estimate for Exports is explained in Appendix B.
- Previous Week Data, Previous Year Data, 2-Year Ago Data, and Four-Week Averages: Estimates based on data published by EIA in the Weekly Petroleum Status Report for the respective periods.

Table 10
- EIA/OEA, Office of Integrated and International Energy Analysis.
- Platt’s Oilgram Price Report.
- Petroleum Intelligence Weekly.
- Oil and Gas Journal.
- Wall Street Journal.
- Oil Market Intelligence.
- Natural Resources Canada
- Petroleum Place (www.petroleumplace.com)

Table 11 and Figures 7 and 8
Table 12
- Crude Oil Futures: New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX), and

Table 13 and Figure 9
- Crude Oil Futures: New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX), and

Table 14 and Figure 10
- Motor Gasoline Form EIA-878, “Motor Gasoline Price Survey,” and